10 February 2017
PARENTS & FRIENDS' new members welcome!
First meeting
Wednesday 15 February 6:30pm in staffroom.

PASTORAL MESSAGE from the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Please see the attached letter.

CANTEEN
Begins Week 3
UNIFORM SHOP
Thursdays
3:00-3:30pm

3 YEAR OLD PLAY GROUP BEGINS NEXT FRIDAY 17 FEBRUARY @9:00am in the Kindergarten

ALLERGY AWARE & NUT FREE please consider the wellbeing of all community members and refrain from sending any foods to school that have nuts of any type.


ALL BIKES & SCOOTERS REQUIRE A LOCK.
Under the terms of the School’s Composite Risks Property policy there is no scope for cover of bikes and scooters.

ACCESS THE GOOGLE CALENDAR:
https://calendar.google.com/calendar/ical/staugustiness.wa.edu.au_gp0r1h6taa4t4kkc1ole8dbdd8%40group.calendar.google.com/primary-b045e9228dc93f4d83ca359424b2737b/basic.ics

The Year of embracing the Earth and all of its peoples.

... 

CODE OF CONDUCT
12 Conduct Statements to unite staff, students, parents, volunteers, visitors and other members of the community in defining, modelling and promoting the safety and well-being of students – wherever they are.

... 

Christ has no body now on earth but yours; no hands but yours; no feet, but yours.

You are the eyes through which the compassion of Christ must look out on the world.

Yours are the feet with which He is to go about doing good.

Yours are the hands with which He is to bless His people.